About Us
"Language is a process of free creation; its laws and principles are fixed, but the
manner in which the principles of generation are used is free and infinitely varied. Even
the interpretation and use of words involves a process of free creation." -Noam
Chomsky.
That being said, Sunrise Languages’ goal is to facilitate the language acquisition
process for our students in such a way that developing effective communication skills in
English is indeed the outcome. This is achieved through a communicative approach. It
truly is the natural and only way.
Rigid text books and unproductive “methods,” of the past, hinder the language
acquisition process greatly, which is why our approach stands out from the rest,
resulting in true linguistic progress!
At Sunrise Languages, each week is based on abundant themes to be discussed and
discovered. Context is everything; Viable, familiar contexts to introduce vocabulary
results in the increased involvement and enthusiasm of the students. Therefore, we
incorporate hands-on activities and theme-based excursions to enhance the overall
experience, making it a complete and truly unforgettable cultural experience.
Our approach is communicative, natural, and most effective.

Classes
We offer a selection of English language programs as well as classes for Spanish,
French, Italian, and Portuguese. Our lessons are customized to meet every individual's
needs, learning style and goals by identifying, addressing, and improving any areas of
difficulty faced by the learner. Moreover, our communicative approach is implemented,
helping learners obtain a high level of fluency.
✓ Standard Classes
4-week modular program with classes meeting twice a week for 2 hours per class.
Emphasis is on complete immersion in an environment based on our Communicative
Approach. Classes do not exceed 7 students and projects, and activities are guided by
native English teachers.
✓ Intensive Classes
6 weeks’ modular program with classes meeting four times a week for 3 hours per
class. Our experienced native English teachers will guide you in projects, activities, and
classes will not exceed 7 students.
✓ Total Immersion
A module including up to 12 weeks of personalized learning with classes meeting 5
times a week for 4 hours a day. An enhancing of communication skills and vocabulary is
set as the main priority by interacting in small groups. Moreover, the personalized
learning experience is geared toward obtaining invaluable conversational skills under
the guidance of native English speakers.
✓ English for Business
This module is up to 4 weeks long providing 12 hours a week and includes 2 segments.
One focused on general business with the objective of acquiring general trade
terminology and writing skills and the other segment pandering to the specialized
industry or sector typical to every student interest area.
✓ One on One private classes
This option grants students fast progress and allows them to achieve their specific goals

in a shorter period of time. Through the guidance of native English teachers, the areas
that need specific attention will be carefully and meticulously addressed so that they can
reach their desired level of proficiency.

Toefl and Toeic
✓ Students improve all areas of English while learning about essential test taking
skills and strategies.
Students receive a recognized English qualification for their future admission to a
college or university in the United States.
✓ Students prepare to get the highest possible TOIC score alongside other
Intermediate to Advanced students.
They can also provide employers with a formal level of English proficiency

Foreign Languages Classes
Sunrise Languages offers both general and customized foreign language classes to
individuals or groups for SPANISH, FRENCH, PORTUGUESE, AND ITALIAN. Each
foreign language course is designed to meet the student’s needs, allowing them to
acquire the vocabulary and conversational skills necessary to communicate effective in
the foreign language chosen. Some of the main characteristics that facilitate the
process of learning and are fundamental to acquiring a new language that we actively
apply are:
✓ Students learn by immersion, communicating in the foreign language with
faculty and classmates.
✓ Students learn conversation, grammar, vocabulary and other skills through
context.
✓ Teachers relate and link classroom learning with practical, real-life activities
outside of the classroom.
✓ Teachers leverage the latest technologies to accelerate student acquisition of
the foreign language.

Services
✓ Accent Reduction
✓ Corporate Language Training
✓ Tutoring
✓ Translations
✓ U.S. Citizenship Test Preparation
✓ Accommodation
We know it is not easy to decide to go to another country to find improvement, personal,
and career growth for us and our children. We work very hard to provide an appropriate
and pleasant environment in which students find a family ambience with the support and
care they need.
They may choose an American Homestay if they want:
*To Practice English -Receive personal attention
*Learn about American culture and traditions!
*Have a free Internet Access and Cable TV *Share Mealtime.
We offer the following options:
✓ Shared room (half board: breakfast/dinner)
✓ Single room (half board: breakfast/dinner)
The rooms are furnished with a comfortable bed, closet, desk, high speed wireless
internet is available as well as washer/dryer.
✓ Transportation
We offer a private shuttle service to and from the airport. Students will be picked up at

the gate and taken directly to their host family or residence.
✓ Activities
When class is over, we have a calendar full of activities for you to choose from: Beach
trips -barbeques -Sporting activities (Soccer indoor, tennis, basketball) -Surfing Waterboarding -scuba certification -kayak.
✓ Excursions
We provide optional weekend excursions at discounted rate so the students can
experience what has made Florida a must see destination for many world travelers.
Just a few of our exciting destinations include:
✓ Orlando Walt Disney World/Universal
✓ Space Kennedy Center
✓ Everglades
✓ Miami
✓ Miami Sea Aquarium
✓ Key West
✓ Sawgrass Mills (shopping)
✓ Rapid Water
✓ Kayak and many more water sports

